Workplace planning
for the Fourth
Industrial Revolution
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Property is the
largest industry on
the planet.
As humans, we live, work,
produce, play and connect
in buildings. Most of us will
spend 90% of our lives inside
built environments. It touches
every country, almost every
community – paradoxically,
it’s both a radically global and
profoundly local affair. An asset
affected by complex forces,
management of its value
requires a clear understanding
of the drivers at play and how
to plan for them.

The inherent challenge is to
develop the frameworks to
manage real estate’s ability
to drive economic and
human returns in the context
of an increasingly populated,
dominantly urban, technology
transformed world. In essence,
to know how to plan for what’s
coming next, now.

Carmichael Tompkins
Property Group, 2019.
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A heartfelt thanks to the participants in this research, who graciously
and candidly gave their time and thoughts to this project.
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Introduction

A new world order

Planning
for what’s
next, now.
Introduction by
Greg Carmichael, Managing Director
and Luke Gladwish, Associate Director

We do not seek to predict
the future — which would
be an impossible feat — but
instead provide a framework for
thinking about possible futures
and their implications.”
Global Trends 2030 National
Intelligence Council, (2012)

A quote about ‘What next?’ which
suggests, as do many others, that we
cannot know. This report counters that
thinking, arguing that an intelligent idea
of the future is possible with analysis,
because the future is not a distant point
that we will arrive at in due course. Its
foundations are already here. With a
reasonable assessment of that in hand,
frameworks for thinking and planning
can be well informed. The alternative is
to remain trapped in current models,
reactive to change while others proactively
determine the new rules of the game.
As we look out into the new world of work
and workspaces, a glance backwards is
interesting. From foraging to farming,
from factories to offices, radical changes
to ways of working and workspaces have
been consistent. We are now in the early
stages of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
If you remain unsure of what this means,
it’s time to get clear.
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What characterises the fourth revolution
is a fusion of technologies; what will
become a blurring of the lines between
the physical, digital and biological
spheres. It will take us into a highly agile
and iterative world where a continuous
reworking and blending of tools, business
models and ways of working will need
to be the response to rapidly changing
conditions. It is a large step forward in a
short timeframe. Futurist Ray Kurzweil
suggests that today’s increasing pace
is the result of change itself becoming
exponential. So we won’t experience
100 years of progress in the 21st
century. It will be more like 20,000 years
of progress at today’s rate (Kurzweil,
2001). This is important. It means that
the changes we face are outside of our
normal frameworks.
The possible answers to ‘what next’
as this revolution plays out lie in the
interconnected effects of four major
contemporary forces:
1. Significantly shifting secular/cultural
drivers, the largest of which is the
new tech revolution
2. The continued emergence of the
previous revolutions technologically
enabled (mobile and demand driven)
gig-economy
3. Ongoing efforts to increase
shareholder return on investment
(ROI), through decreased costs and
increased efficiencies and more
recently through value creation
4. The rising ‘war’ for talent
These are driving changes in working
worlds in three key areas: types of

The future is here, it is just
not evenly distributed.”
William Gibson (Quoted in Rosenberg 1992).

work, ways of working and the logic of
workspace design.
As we head into the emerging order of
this current industrial revolution, we can
see what the new world might look like.
A comprehensive review of the work of
the major global commentators on the
workspace industry – commercial and
academic – and a visit to a diverse and
well-informed set of key players, smart
thinkers and genuine innovators, provides
a comprehensive view. This report sets
out what looking into their worlds has to
offer when it comes to property portfolio
planning for workspaces. It’s a future that
is highly technologically enabled, and
where the boundaries of ‘normal’ will be
comprehensively moved. As has been the
story before, the real changes coming are
to what it means to be human in society.
This report looks at building for the
future workplace. While much has been
written on the subject, close examination
reveals a crucial gap. There is no holistic
planning model. With the determinants
of property’s role in productivity and
talent engagement now being identified,
a robust planning framework is needed
in response. This project represents
an answer. We look forward to working
with you and our industry colleagues
to develop it through application to
ensure the model meets your needs and
supports the decisions you need to make.
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Industrial revolution

INDUSTRY 4.0

INDUSTRY 3.0

INDUSTRY 2.0

INDUSTRY 1.0
Mechanisation,
steam power,
weaving loom

Mass production,
assembly line,
electrical energy

1784

1870

Figure 1: The industrial revolutions

Automation,
computers and
electronics

1969

Cyber physical
systems, internet of
things, networks

Today
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The context

There are tectonic shifts
taking place across the world:
environmental, political
and technological. They will
change the way all business
gets done. Within this wider
context a number of drivers
are specifically behind
significant shifts for design
and use of workspaces. We
explore these here in depth,
taking the insights to inform
the design of a practical
planning framework.

Section one: The context

Section one

A quick tour through the history of offices
makes the logic of what has shaped
workspace design over time apparent
(Morgan Lovell, 2018). Economic
need drives cost-out functionality and
decreases working space; economic gain
improves aesthetics and increases the
size of working space. The dominant
design of commercial buildings over
the last century has been heavily
driven by a cost-out logic, even when
the architectural intent was far more
humanist (e.g. Frank Lloyd Wright).
Results were often not enjoyable for the
people in them, the worst offences being
the late 80’s ‘cubicle factory farms’. It was
an aesthetically limited logic shaped by
cost but pretty much divorced from any
connection to the human experience,
or consideration of how to optimise
experiences as a means of creating value.
Whilst exemplars of human-centered
design have appeared – notably with
1950’s Burolandschaft – its initiatives were
overtaken by economic imperatives (the
‘cubicle’ actually originated here to solve
open plan issues like noise).
It has been suggested the new revolution
to open space this century may be a

design response to the logic of a precrash world of corporate hierarchies
and secretive communications - a move
towards transparency, connectivity and
collaboration (Congram, 2016). It’s an
appealing idea, suggested by a designer.
Architects and designers, working
to a different philosophy, have long
understood the benefits of well-designed
space. A number of corporate innovators
from the 1990’s onwards started to
pay fresh attention to what they were
suggesting and the architecturally driven
collaborations that emerged described
the early roots of today’s design logic.
More pragmatically, the larger corporate
reality remained driven by economic
imperatives, putting pressure on C-suite
and their property managers to look
predominantly for ways to save money.
Even those who intuitively understood the
value of agile workplace design tended to
sell their solutions to c-suite as a justifiable
way to reduce the cost of property to
the business bottom line, a reasonable
response when actual determinants of
value had yet to be properly defined.
The main focus was on saving through
reductions in square metre allocations
and headcounts.
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The return to wide-open space
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1910

1920

1930

Scientific/behavioural
practice

1970

1990

Corporate logic
dominates

Women and knowledge

- The idea emerges that knowledge
based work will come to
dominate the economy.
- Flexibility and merit-based
performance get highlighted.
- Women’s numbers grown and
influence new forms of design
privacy.

- Globalisation is a thing.
- The company restructures
begin and an era of
corporate downsizing bites
hard across workforces.
- Management styles get
tough.

- Mobility arrives as tech
liberates people from desks,
digital communications
take off and culture starts
to matter.
- Digital nomads enter wider
corporate vernacular.

Figure 2: Evolving corporate logic

- Cradle to grave corporate
jobs promoting conformity and
emphasising security. Socialising
at work becomes important to
success. By 1956 white collar
outnumber blue in the US.

2010

2016

2019

The emergence the
agile era
- Agile moves towards being both
methodology and a new form of
operating logic. Transformative
thinking sees disruption become
the new normal. Design driven by
a need to support deconstructed
hierarchy and connected teams.

1960

1980

Digital workplaces

1950

1940

The company ‘man’

- Scientific management of
workflows (Taylorism) driving
creation of the office factory.
- Skyscrapers offering a physical
logic to workplace hierarchy.
- The office is a very male space.

2000
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The evolution of corporate logic behind design
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Yet – even without one, as JLL research
states, property managers are expected
to deliver not only to portfolio productivity
but also increasingly to workforce
productivity (JLL, 2015b). It is causing a
shift in role and hierarchy for property
managers. The conversation is necessarily
becoming held at c-suite level, which is key
to understanding and managing property
as a strategic asset. In the absence of
accurate and agreed common frameworks
and measures, it is a problematic
accountability.

A new form of productivity focus is
finally emerging, one driven less by
economic logic and more by a model of
value creation. Connections are being
made between peoples’ experiences,
the spaces they work in and what that
can deliver in return when you design
to optimise them (Chevez, Kjaer, Coster,
Pollard, & Lock Lee, 2016; JLL, 2015b;
Oldman, 2017; Northwestern University,
2000). Those involved have rightly made
the distinction between the measure
of productivity for an industry and the
measures applied to spaces that drive
productive activity (Leesman, 2017). It is
this promising development that takes us
firmly forward from the last century.

Key notes

• T
 he relationship between the
building, the person and the work
can be assessed but the metrics
need to be fit for the task.
• C
 ost-out logic has been used to
justify late 20th Century design,
but greater value lies in a more
human-centered approach that
marries efficiency with value
creation through designed
environments that promote
productivity.

Section one: The context

Until the late 80’s it was not known exactly
how much space was ideally required per
office worker. There was a market metric
but it had not been well investigated.
When people did start to examine space
use and assess desk occupation, the quick
realisation was that there was a healthy
margin of waste to be eliminated. The
use of data to develop this insight was
relatively new (Weber, 2010). Despite the
powerful insight provided in property,
data-driven decision-making has remained
a young science. Measuring how much
space is used is an important first step
– the next being to look carefully at how
space gets used, how often particular
spaces are used (space utilisation) and
what form of space facilitates what activity
(Augustin, 2009; JLL, 2015a). Many are still
at the early stage of working with metrics
and logics based on occupancy and spatial
allocations alone. These are not adequate.
A strong message from this research was
that a robust and alternative measure
for the productivity relationship beyond
square metre logic is urgently required.
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The 4.0 shift
Old world: Reactive management process

Executive

Executive

Executive

Executive

Individual requirements driving property responses

New world: Proactive strategy

Property strategy
Integrated insights, needs and information
driving property strategy

Executive

Figure 3: The 4.0 planning shift

Executive

Executive

Executive
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Something else was going on while moves
towards spatial redesign were taking
place: the impact of a whole new era of
technologies was being felt. The arrival of
mobile phones and laptops had freed up
workers, not only from their desks but also
from their offices. This newfound mobility,
alongside shifts in cultural sensibilities,
meant workers could have flexibility to
work offsite. It also meant that employers
could use laptops to free people from
needing specific desks. A new way of
working was suddenly possible. Early
steps into it were not often well informed
or well planned and, as we’ll consider
below, it raised new sets of problems as a
result (Miller, O’Neill, & Williams, 2018) but
a revolution in space was underway.
Emergence of mobile, flexible ways of
working were soon augmented with
teleconferencing, video conferencing
and rapid expansion of the Internet. The
major step forward for workspaces was
the arrival of cloud and platform-based
opportunities to access people, software
and work itself in a whole new way. The
Gig Economy had arrived.
It’s an economy with two sides. One offers
the platform-based business models that
provide new ways to access work or goods
– Uber style. The other is represented by
companies looking for leaner workforce
commitments, using gig-based forms of
employment like zero-hour contracting.
Increasing percentages of the overall
workforce are now freelancers as a result,
with the current 30% plus outsourced
work projected to reach over 50% in
just the next few years (UBS, 2018).

Adding multiple layers into the techenabled mix, big data and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) are offering a huge new
set of opportunities. Organisations are
fast grasping the opportunity in using
technology to automate routine tasks at
scale. As they do so there are already new
applications of technologies to perform
tasks that have previously not been
considered routine – to design buildings
and workspaces, to do the work of law
graduates sourcing agreement data, to
diagnose problems more accurately than
humans and to supplement the work of
people making critical decisions in real
time: crisis teams, call centre teams and
online advisors (Call Centre Helper, 2018).
At the same time these more recent uses
of technology as supplementation are
already being superseded in projects
where the aim is technology as human
replacement (Susskind, 2018). The world’s
first completely automated vertical
farming factory already exists. As ever
more of what people do for work becomes
replaced, what then for the requirements
of the spaces we work in?

Automation will displace
some workers. We have
found that around 15 percent of
the global workforce, or about
400 million workers, could be
displaced by automation in the
period 2016–2030.”
McKinsey Executive Briefing,
(Manyika & Sneader, 2018).

Section one: The context

The first waves of digital drivers
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The Gig Economy

It takes its name from the world of
jobbing musicians who have long
described individual one-off jobs
as ‘gigs’. The phrase was taken
up in business at the height of
the financial crisis when growing
numbers of people started to have
to make a living by ‘gigging’,
working several part-time jobs,
wherever they could.

$63b

Industry value projection of the
gig economy by 2020.

At least

46%

of employers
expect at least 20%
of their workforce
to be contractors
by 2020.

What is new about today’s ‘gig’
economy is the way that technology
has acted on it, drawing in people
who wouldn’t otherwise be gigging at
all. The retiree who lets out a room on
Airbnb, or the city worker who picks
up an extra passenger on the morning
commute, hence it’s also now known
as the sharing, collaborative or
platform economy.

70%

Percent of millennials who see
themselves working ‘independently’
during their career.

Less than

30%

of employers have
incorporated
this into their
talent acquisition
strategy.

The majority of talent acquisition
does not plan for the gig economy.
Figure 4: Statistics from the Gig Economy

Source: PGC Customer Summit (2017)
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Regardless of which way culture shifts
– indeed whether it shifts at all – what
is agreed is that skill requirements of
the workforce and ways of working will
increasingly change, leading to re-skilling,
up-skilling and new types of skills being
sought. Alongside this is likely to be a
greater outsourcing of non-core activities,
leading to a reduced internal workforce
and in some industries, interesting new
workspace configurations as people work
alongside their automated counterparts

(Manyika & Sneader, 2018). The shift
will mean leaner teams and workspace
design changes. This is not a time for
commitment to long-term leases or
even spatial configurations. These leaner
businesses will need to provide spaces
and amenities that can attract and retain
key talent, while also being able to flex
to accommodate directional shifts and
projects with short term working groups
running them. It is these sorts of mixeduse, mixed team offices that can now
be seen emerging very visibly through
companies like WeWork.

Key notes

• T
 echnology drivers have
fundamentally changed the
ways we work. It is just beginning.
A new round of tech is set to
create major change again.
• In the future we will have
reduced workforces, and need
to attract short term and high
quality talent into spaces
designed for productivity
and engagement.

Section one: The context

Key commentators describe multiple
possible worlds of work that lie ahead
(Manyika & Sneader, 2018; PwC, 2017).
The sorts of futures PwC offer are set
across key dimensions of social struggle,
essentially divided by two sets of cultural
values: one shaped by a new collective
concern for each other and the planet
- which offers a much more humanistic
pathway forward - the other being the
dominant economically driven paradigm
we currently work to - and individualistic
in its logic. Winners win and a huge social
divide will emerge. The point being made
is a good one – the future can be planned
for but it is not determined. The dominant
values that drive decisions are definitely
up for debate. Business has a key role
in setting direction. Taken in the context
of property’s global scale and role as an
asset class, the position of commercial
real estate in setting course is a key topic.
It will be taken up in the next report in our
Property 4.0 series.
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The emergence of global coworking spaces
Market growth of flexible workspaces
35,000

30,432
27,919

30,000

24,306

International
Data Cap

25,000

21,306
17,725

20,000

14,411

15,000

11,100
7,805

10,000
5,000
0

14
spaces

436
spaces

2007

2010

Figure 5: Workspace growth

2015
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2021

2022

Source: GCUC and Emergent Research: Global Coworking Stats 2017-2022

The funding growth of WeWork
Cumulative Disclosed Funding ($M)

Valuation ($M)
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$0
10/7/2011
WeWork

$10/7/2012
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WeWork China

Figure 6: WeWork funding growth

10/7/2014

10/7/2015

WeWork Japan

10/7/2016

10/7/2017

WeWork Pacific

10/7/2018
Valuation

Source: CB Insights

WeWork is becoming well known. It
originally emerged to address largely
gig economy related gaps. Its offer was
highly flexible, short-term leases in freshly
refurbished spaces with good mixed usecase options and high quality amenities,
primarily focused on freelancers and
start-ups. Initially called co-working,
what the model is really offering is
perhaps better described as ‘Office as a
Service’; an analogue version of the now
highly acceptable logic of the Software
as a Service (SaaS) market. A way of
outsourcing aspects of a business’ basic
day-to-day operational requirements,
a major value consumer for smaller
business. Large corporates have realised
it is also offering an easy way into a new
world logic: A way to meet their demand
for flexibility of space and in a changing
regulatory market, a way of keeping
some occupancy costs off the balance
sheet. The core and flex model emerging
allows corporates to plan for established
needs in the medium term (5 and 10 year
leases) and shifting needs as they arise
(swing space, agile space, and solutions
for mobile workers or regional hubs).
Similarly, for medium size organisations,
flexible leasing offers a way to enter
new markets without major financial
commitments or a means to attract talent
in non-primary markets (Hood, Nagy, &
Lister, 2018). The model has pivoted into
the mainstream.
The wider market has seen the
opportunity. As competition to deliver to
this appetite for office as a service grows,
new offers and niches are emerging from
the mix. For start-ups, providing access to

collaboration, digital and human networks,
education and Venture Capital (VC)
relationships are taking some operators
close to the role of accelerators. The bar
is also being raised generally on what
delivery in these working environments
includes. The pace of escalation is rapid.
As soon as amenities like bike racks and
bars became a constant, ‘wellness’ and
other such facilities got added to the mix
(the White Collar Factory in London has a
running track on the roof). As each valueadd arrives, it moves from being ‘addon’ to becoming a component of what
constitutes the base package. This is partly
because it is a low margin game and the
add-ons are the seams of profitable value,
and partly because customer expectations
are now quite high. In contrast, niche
offers like Breather (www.breather.com)
supply a fully on-demand, pay-as-you-go,
meeting room for hire as required, with
your own phone acting as the key. No
frills, no coffee. You don’t even need to
meet a breathing human.
Space trading by companies themselves
is now also in the mix. Corporates know
they need to keep an eye on emerging
disruptors, and one pathway to potential
acquisition lies in established host
companies inviting investee companies
and collaborators to share their
workspace and resources. Space for
equity is one option. Equally, committing
to a larger, longer lease is less intimidating
when you can potentially invite other
businesses in to defray costs, or that may
be useful community collaborators or
even customers.
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The new operating model drivers:
‘Office as a Service’ and leases with benefits
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Evolution to curated office stack

Green roof
recreation spaces

Bar
7-10 year lease, traditional
office space
Designed around roles / teams /
needs and business
Interconnected and
multi-use spaces

3 year flex-lease
managed plug-and-play

Month to month lease,
Flexible workspaces
Serviced offices / co-working /
incubator/accelerator space

Gym / Wellness

Shared meeting rooms /
lounges / conference space
Concierge /
restaurants / cafes

Bike storage

Figure 7: The evolving office stack
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Core and Flex - The New Dimensions of Office
Tenancy, (CBRE, 2017).

For landlords that would rather not take
on the risk or resource requirements of
the value-added or office as a service
model, a different concern is to decide

Section one: The context

65% of enterprise
companies plan
to incorporate
Coworking into their
portfolio offering by 2020.”

With the model no longer simply serving
the flexibility needs of an itinerant
workforce and early stage businesses
at the grown up end of town, WeWork
(and others) have continued to evolve
their offers. They now also deliver as a
management company – offering their
plug-and-play ‘office as a service’ model
without the building for larger firms to
take up in their own premises. Baum
suggests that it would be surprising if
WeWork did not in the longer term derisk operations by acquiring its own real
estate – in which case it would probably
become a Real Estate Investment Trust
(REIT) (Baum, 2017). It is certainly a highrisk strategy to take on wholesale rents of
premium spaces to package up for smaller
businesses if building owners, with more
flexibility to adjust rents, join in. What
would be surprising is if more existing
real estate owners didn’t come to join the
party. Some have (Sudhakar & Hills, 2018).
The wider market in some countries
is being surprisingly slow to respond.
Response will be required, because new
models have opened a reexamination
of what value a building can and should
supply to its commercial tenants.
Delivering to operational needs
of a business – and adding value as a
talent attractor – creates a new game.
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The commonality that will remain
between players is the reworked notion
of the ‘office’. At the leading end of the
market, the overall approach to design
is now part of a wider race to leverage
property and its amenities as a means to
support tenant or talent acquisition and
retention, and to promote engagement
and performance of employees. There
are no givens to evolving iterations of
these models – but they are all anchored
on the logic of working in opened up,
well designed spaces. The real leaders
amongst them have mapped, measured
and dealt with the design flaws of their
early steps forward, offering extremely
valuable lessons for fast followers to
learn from.

Key notes

• T
 he model of delivery of an ‘office’
and its day-to-day operation has
changed.
• P
 lans need to consider the leaner
work forces likely to be ahead.
• P
 ioneers can be learned from.
Fast following is a good strategy.

Section one: The context

whether to lease key buildings to an
anchor tenant like JP Morgan or to a coworking business. One has credit strength,
supporting a high valuation for the income
stream; the other a much weaker cash
flow but a strong appeal to a potentially
valuable source of emerging tenants.
Which tenant will best survive and thrive
in the changing world? A key way players
are hedging survival bets is by investing
in the technical infrastructure required
to turn human communities into a virtual
community – through a 24/7 common
platform (Sudhakar & Hills, 2018). New
tech provider entrants are offering
building owners intelligent platforms they
can plug into (e.g. www.equiem.com.au).
The reporting and analytics available
provide real time dashboards to enable
businesses to understand and manage
employee experiences to continuously
improve outcomes. The scale of WeWork’s
growing reach makes its particular version
of this interesting. More community as a
service than building intelligence (though
it will deliver both), data gathered about
members – able to be served back to
them as a value add – plus the twoway access between members and key
services and goods offers, makes a good
proposition to own as a global landlord.
They may be creating entry barriers that
will be progressively tougher to replicate.
And WeWork – with its Softbank investors
– is presently pursuing this platform
opportunity globally and aggressively.
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As highlighted above, migration to open
plan was not plain sailing. Faced with
grumbling workers and often reduced
levels of productivity, rather than revert
back to traditional offices the new
imperative was to identify what the
problem was and deal with it. Key outtakes
from resultant research pointed to two
interrelated areas: humans and design. In
terms of the former, some of the major
challenges were with people, their habits
and expectations. The new spaces needed
new working and management styles and
different sorts of KPI’s – all required when
teams are out of sight, shifting desks,
and often remote or working flexibly.
Change management and a movement to
outcome-based accountability is emerging
as one way forward (Schwab, 2016). But a
comprehensive reworking of what reward
for success looks like is also required,
when you all have the same desk and
there are no more corner offices to award
for tenure. With cultural shifts away from
a world where jobs are for life, where
performance is measured by hours at a
desk and where success is understood in
measures of, as one interviewee for this
research pithily suggested, “square metre
superiority”, a healthy reworking of how

we ‘do’ reward and recognition remains a
problem largely waiting to be solved.
The other set of complications were
with design. With open-plan, co-work
style offices came reduction of personal
space. People often found themselves
trying to work in a state of irritation, a
tension manifesting under a barrage of
noises, interruptions, unwanted smells
(microwaved lunch spices), territorial
disputes and, for some, cramped
conditions (Thomson, 2013). Additional
loss of identity (not only status but the
personalised desk), various health issues,
social overstimulation, low job satisfaction
and the negative effects of lack of
personal space to focus meant many were
simply not being able to perform at an
optimal level, an issue particularly acute
for C-suite (Atlassian, 2018; Borzykowski,
2017; McKolskey, 2012). Rooms
designed for meetings or phone calls
were described as ‘over-appropriated’
by people looking to find quiet spaces.
Techniques to manage this were put in
place (e.g. removing plugs from booths to
prevent computers being plugged in for
work, or setting timers on meeting rooms)
but the tensions they described remained

Section one: The context

Flaws in drivers of design
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Participants interviewed for this research
made careful distinction between impacts
on ‘old ways’ – such as emotional struggles
with change – and design challenges to
productivity. One view, echoed in some
industry reporting (Lauren, 2015) is that
a head shift is required all round, and
that framing and responding to employee
responses to spatial frustration as ‘misuse’
is not helpful. It was suggested that
instead a key culprit was efficiency cost
drivers having been the framing behind
design. The proposed alternative was
a value creation perspective: a personcentered design of workspaces to support
collaboration, creativity and focused
productivity based on understanding
the logic of why this is effective, using a
model of key criteria to design to and an
understanding that this might require
more not less space. The financial
rewards on offer to the bottom line are
still available, but through increased
innovation, productivity and engagement
of talent, not only savings.

Considering the impact of
human systems on natural
systems — and the impact of the
natural and built environments
upon human beings — we can posit
that the power of design today is
something more than aesthetics,
communication or the creation
of desirable products. Rather, it
must be practiced as a process of
integrative thinking — a synthesis of
design, technology, science and
humanistic principles — set within
the context of social, economic
and environmental ethics.”
Ethonomics: Designing for the Principles of the
Modern Workplace, (Teknion, 2015).

Section one: The context

in play. The common result was frustrating
drop-offs in engagement and productivity.
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Space type

Use case

Location

Protocols

Open booths

- Informal, adhoc
discussions or meetings.
- Individual work for
shorter timeframes.

Within common spaces,
located on main circulation
paths for visibility and easy
‘drop-in’ access.

- Unassigned
- Non-Bookable

Closed small
quiet room/s

- Focused work, phone
calls and private work.
- Easy access, high visibility
from work areas.

Distributed across
neighbourhoods for
common access.

- Unassigned
- Non-Bookable

Workstation/s
For example:
Single
2 cluster
4 cluster
8 Cluster

Primary work setting
for individual tasks –
reading/computer/writing.

- Team neighbourhoods
- Pockets of quiet zone
options
- Off thoroughfare
traffic paths
- Proximal to shared
spaces

- Unassigned and nonbookable desks for work.
- Conversations & group
work, move to adjacent
un-bookable spaces.

Semi-open desks
with display
screens

Group conversations, short
meet ups and/or review of
documents.

Within shared spaces

- Unassigned and
bookable.
- Noisy area – acoustic
and visual barriers from
neighbourhoods.

Standing bars
with whiteboards

- Agile meetings
- Brainstorming
- White-boarding sessions

Shared spaces with good
wall space for pinup of
materials.

- Unassigned and
bookable.
- Noisy area – acoustic
and visual barriers from
neighbourhoods.

Project spaces/
Maker spaces/
Innovation labs/
Accelerator labs

Collaborative planning for
longer term projects where
materials can be left in situ
for extended periods.

Shared spaces

- Unassigned and
bookable.
- Noisy area – acoustic
and visual barriers from
neighbourhoods.

Visitor areas

Primary brand touch point
for waiting visitors to be
seated. Engaging, on brand
high quality experiences.

- Easily visible to reception
- Access to bathrooms

Unassigned

Formal
meeting rooms

Client/Supplier or formal
meetings and/or video
conferencing meetings.

Employee
support spaces

Working and informal
shared meeting spaces
with access to amenities –
e.g. café, and/or kitchens /
printers/utility zones.

Unassigned and bookable

Distributed hubs across
neighborhoods for
common access.

- Open access to internal
teams.
- Visually and acoustically
separated from work
zones.
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Table of potential workspaces/use cases
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Use case

Location

Protocols

Training/
Town hall areas

Multipurpose space for
town halls, team meetings,
training, learning &
development programmes
or collaborative learning.

Separated from main work
areas. Potentially with
flexible partitioning for
flexible use.

- Unassigned and
bookable.
- Visually and acoustically
separated from work
zones.

Tech bar

On tap IT support for
employees and internal
activities (e.g. Apple Store).

Shared area – high
circulation for visibility
and access.

Open access to
internal teams

Reception area

Main client and employee
access area that may have
human or digital greeting
point.

Front of house entry

- Open access
- Visually separated from
work zones

Wellness rooms

Quite enclosed space for
downtime, meditation,
massage, First Aid, prayer/
faith, Motherhood or
general time out options.

Off main traffic areas

Unassigned and bookable

IT specialist
spaces

Main Communications
Rooms, Floor
communications rooms,
Server rooms/Racks, IT
build rooms.

Separated from main
work areas.

- Assigned
- Restricted access

Storage areas

Lockers, Storage cabinets,
IT storage, Compactus
zones, Storerooms
(furniture, files, stationary).

Vertical
integration

Stairs and walkways
(generally - slippery slides
are known).

Shared area – high
circulation for visibility
and access.

Can be either open access
(if feature of workplace)
or restricted access
for security/building
requirements.

Amenity spaces

Café, Gym, Kitchen
(commercial/reheat), pool
table, table tennis, foosball/
gaming area, showers.

Can be either shared
area (high circulation for
visibility and access), or
separated from main work
areas (pending functional
requirements).

Can be either open access
(if feature of workplace)
or restricted access
for security/building
requirements.

Secure with open access
to internal teams.
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Space type
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Google London’s headquarters: BIG and Heatherwick Architects Studio.
Devised for environmental and human
sustainability. Floor-to-ceiling mullioned
windows maximising sunlight and
minimising glare, solar panels with an
annual output of 19,800 kWh, harvest
rainwater and facilities to separate
waste materials in its basement, either

to store or recycle. Opposite a main
tube station with bike storage for
686, (four car spaces), designed to
promote movement and interaction in
‘continuously cascading’ workspaces,
with a pool, gym, games area, and a
rooftop running track for any downtime.

Section one: The context

A new breed of green ‘groundscraper’
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The role of the actual building and
workspace design in the motivation of
a person to work, support of workplace
culture and in maintenance of health
and well being of a working community
are recent topics. In terms of both value
and risk, they are worth getting up to
speed on. Science is providing important
information about workspaces’ specific
roles in damaging or maintaining health.
From light, water and air quality through
to layouts and desk design, science gives
us examples such as the negative affects
on the endocrine system of sitting for
overly long periods or how the simple

provision of standing desk options
improves physiological outcomes (Miller et
al., 2018). The science behind information
like this may be an early warning for a
liability issue that may ultimately face
business – and in terms of hands-on
accountability, real estate and property
managers (Delos, 2018a, 2018b). It is part
of a concept underpinning the whole issue
of good workspace planning: integrated
thinking that understands contexts
produce outcomes.

Key notes

• C
 hanging space and ways of
working requires managing
people through that change.
• G
 ood design plans for people,
place and culture to facilitate
productivity.
• ‘Open’ workspace requires
environments specifically
designed to foster health,
communication and collaboration,
while offering adequate usecase spaces for the need of the
workforce in the business.
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As awareness of the benefits of
understanding the psychology of
engagement and productivity grows, a
new trend is emerging alongside it - a
form of human sustainability, a newer idea
that is likely to persist (Delos, 2018a). It
is not altruism. Loss of productivity from
physical and mental health issues are
well documented (Miller et al., 2018). But
current efforts are not working particularly
well. A problem is the individualistic nature
of the targeting of current ‘wellness’
activities. Business, like life, is essentially
a social activity. Individually targeted
activities need to connect into the
integrated social system – and workplace
culture – people are operating within. To
have genuine impact requires mapping
and working with the relationships
between spaces, people, working styles
and culture (Augustin, 2009; Miller et al.,
2018; World Health Organization, 2011).

A large amount has been written about
millennial impacts on the workplace,
with Generations Z and Alpha (the post
2010 cohort that will be the largest in
history) just starting to be thought about.
However, much of what has been written
in relation to millennials and workplaces
is misleading (CBRE, 2016; Oldman,
2017). They are variously described,
often negatively, as: entitled, job-hopping,
digitally savvy urbanites with a love of open
plan collaborative spaces. But they are
being hotly pursued, with their perceived
preferences often driving office designs.
So what are they really like and how do
you plan for what will become the largest
workforce group across all countries,
particularly if you want to be a serious
contender in the growing war for talent?
You start by putting aside the hype that
they are so radically different. Two-thirds
of millennials still aspire to the traditional
symbols of progression, status and higher
earnings, the office being one (CBRE,
2016). It is an appetite likely to persist for
some time. This does not mean a return
to individual offices. It means the need
to understand and manage peoples’
expectations still applies to this group.
We may have mistaken the new world of
work as a millennial issue, but much of it
was in train well before their workplace
arrival. Yes, they are a new generation
and bring new ways of thinking and doing
things. But they are also human and bring
certain timeless drivers to design for.
And even as they nudge up to over 70%
of workforce numbers, a considerable
additional percentage of other employees
still require thinking about. Motivating and
engaging them for their differences is more
of a psychographic than demographic

challenge. Well-prepared working spaces
that can deliver generationally consistent
satisfaction will require:
1. Good planning frameworks for the
new world of open offices based on
deep understanding of the drivers
and optimisers of productivity and
engagement
2. Integrated teams from property and
people management developing
workspace designs based on strategy,
working practices, culture and changing
rewards systems

Again, architects and designers are often
leading this game philosophically. But this
time, new technologies can offer them
data to support their ideas. New ways
of measuring progress and impact have
arrived. A leap forward into the world of
sociographics, where we can map both
the person and the person within their
networks, is next.

Key notes

• T
 he ‘how’ and ‘what’ of business is
changing, as are our ways of doing
in this 21st Century tech-enabled
world but the (emotional and
psychological) human remains in
residence.
• It may be more useful to
plan to psychographics than
demographics in your workforce.
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A word about the ‘new’ needs of the
millennial workforce
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Demographics
Age / Income / Role /
Educational attainment /
Employment status /
Location

Psychographics
Needs / Interests /
Role / Activities /
Attitudes / Values

Sociographics
Personal needs / Personal
profile / Personal attitudes /
Role / Social graphs / Active
networks / Personal passions

Sociographics will be able to map individuals and preferences into the different
workplace networks they inhabit.
Figure 8: The evolution of employee analytics
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The future of insights: A tech enabled view

The problem with measuring value
Along with morphing expressions of
what working and ‘an office’ looks like has
come an emerging struggle with how to
redefine value. What is a building worth
beyond a square metre equation? Can
that value be measured?
As far back as 1998 there were attempts to
recognise that Corporate Real Estate Assets
may be as important for their effect on the
ability of an enterprise to accomplish its
mission, and to its consequent profitability,
as much as for their market or financial
value (Szigeti & Davis, 2000). The CRE project
referred to defined Property Portfolio
Management as including the address of
corporate benefits of:
• Productive working
environment assets
• Financial assets
• Strategic assets
The tricky part that remained unanswered
was the ongoing question of what might
constitute useful measures of this idea
of ‘productive working environment
assets’ – for example, use or production
of renewable energy, water consumption
and workplace productivity. What was the
measurable role of a building in adding
value to a business and its balance sheet?

Much work has been done in the areas
of energy and sustainability – e.g.
NABERS, GreenStar, LEED ratings. And
now examination of workspace drivers of
efficiency and contribution to productivity
are finally starting to see answers being
identified by new measures (JLL, 2015a).
In London over the last eight years,
work by Tim Oldman and his team at
Leesman’s is breaking new ground with
their standard measure of workplace
effectiveness: Exactly how the workplace is
performing as a felt enabler of productivity
for employees who use it (Oldman, 2017).
Oldman argues that the consistent
findings of their ongoing research that only 57% of people agree that
their workplace enables them to
work productively - highlights a key
value problem: a high wastage rate
of both the Real Estate Asset and the
Employee Asset. In a world where talent
engagement is a key plank in strategy, the
ability to support the engagement and
productivity of often expensively acquired
talent would seem a critical dependency
worth careful attention.
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A new form of metrics
(ROI: Costs, productivity and questions of value)
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Measuring workplace productivity: its experience,
obstructers and enablers.

57.3%

27.6%
Disagree

Agree

My workplace enables
me to work productively”

15.2%
Neutral

“The greatest difference in support comes in work activities such as ‘Thinking/creative
thinking’, ‘Reading’ and ‘Individual focused work, desk based’ all of which are focused
activities. When looking at the physical and service features with the largest satisfaction
differences, we find ‘Space between work settings’, ‘Dividers’ and ‘Noise levels.”

Figure 9: Employee views of workplace productivity
Source: Leesman. The Next 250k (2017).
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In the new world order of digitally enabled
work, the technology-based tools of
collaboration can certainly support
increased connectivity. But since studying
the impacts of their arrival what we have
learned is that the dynamic way people
exchange ideas in physical interactions
remains the real key to the highest levels
of productivity and creativity in teams
(Chevez et al., 2016). So how do we plan
and measure for this? By understanding
the drivers of these interactions and
managing them. What the report from
Chevez and colleagues cited above also
identifies is that the way people informally
interact to get things done can be quite
different from the formal systems people
think are operating in a business. If a
space is not set up to measure and curate
interactions between these ‘true’ networks
then opportunities are likely to be being
missed. By using contemporary tools for
social network analysis, it’s possible to
measure what’s going on.

These human systems are not necessarily
static, they will change as work or
employees change. The radical shifts
ahead in people and organisational
activities will produce more new iterations.
From an analytic perspective this means
ongoing monitoring and data collection
in order to understand the need for any
necessary reconfigurations and to keep
delivering spaces that produce creativity
and innovation. Measuring progress and
impact needs to be real time, and now
it can be. The new ability to assess and
measure means the effectiveness of
design and its ongoing management to
deliver gains can be tested.
Systems can conversely become static
through habit. In places where multiple
business units coexist, networks and
connections form when common spaces
are deliberately designed to facilitate
interactions. Over time, habit makes
them more ordinary and less stimulating.
New Zealand’s equivalent to WeWork,
Generator, has worked out that ongoing
iteration can keep exchanges stimulated

Section one: The context

Measuring the value
in the space
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and they deliberately rearrange furniture and
objects in spaces without notice to stimulate
fresh interactions and new connections.
What this logic is tapping into is:
a. The disruption of habit. Humans will
settle into routines but by use of devices
that break into habitual pathways we
can create higher value.
b. Opportunities to apply the learning
from behavioural economics. We are
not quite as rational and aware as we
would like to think. It is entirely possible
to manage our behaviours with the
right mechanisms in place. By assessing
use of space and the networks forming
around different tasks, activities can
be mapped and ‘nudged’ rather than
managed.

However, this brave new frontier of data
collection and its application comes
with challenges. A key issue today with
Building Information Systems is managing
the intelligent integration of data. What
drives the answer to that challenge will be
the outcome of the whole new world of
technology coming right at us: PropTech.

Key notes

• B
 uildings can deliver tangible
value through measuring and
curating employee experiences.
• M
 easurement needs to be
constant and ongoing.

The above review identifies a strong
theme – technology changes working
lives. Today technologies are developing
at an ever increasing, arguably
exponential pace, driving a progression
from mobility to automation, from digitech to smart tech. These accelerating
streams of change are all around us and
right at the door of the property industry
where they are “challenging real estate
operations to keep up with an ever-more
connected world of work” (Kelly, Warren,
& Kramer, 2018). The overarching term
that anchors it all is PropTech, and it is
most definitely a thing.

are woefully unprepared for. What we
can look at to understand why this view
exists are the categories of commercial
real estate activity that are already being
transformed. What is already up and
running is mapped out in Figure 10:
PropTech categories.

Funding of commercial real estate
technology projects has grown markedly
in a short space of time. Public figures
quoted often are that VC funding has
shifted from US1.8 billion in 2015 to over
US12.6 billion in 2017 (Mashayekhi, 2018).
It is a misleading number representing
the tiny tip of a far bigger iceberg. Across
the world, self-funded start-ups, new
business divisions and investments by
large traditional players are multiplying at
an extraordinary pace. The race is already
on to design and deliver technology-based
solutions that can tap into value growth
through either improved or reworked
models and practices.

• Automated buildings and environments
that are self-learning, adjusting to the
needs of a shifting workforce to deliver
radical personalisation of spaces and
services

So what are these new technologies
delivering – or about to deliver – from a
property perspective and how much will
it impact? Participants in this project were
pretty unanimous: Right now, the impacts
might still look pretty insignificant but in
the next three years, some big shifts will
show up and in ten years we will have a
radically transformed industry that most

Alongside these projects there is a large
range of actively developing technologies
that will deliver property fresh changes
through, amongst other things:
• Data-driven insights around location
and value, including human productivity
value

• Networked infrastructural monitoring
of buildings that will enable dynamic
management of provisioning, and
deployment and operation, of
maintenance and repair services
• Smart materials that can produce
energy, self-heal and even be flexible in
situ in response to changing purpose
This will all play out across three key
categories: information, transactions and
management.
Businesses are waking up to the
possibilities of technology for property
but it is a process and not everyone is in
the same place. If IDC’s recent research is
looked at as an adoption curve of a digital
first approach, the question to ask is
where do you fall (IDC, 2018)?
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The 21st Century game changer: PropTech
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PropTech categories

Real estate
search
Brokerage
and leasing

Data and
analytics

Property
and portfolio
management

Facilities
management

Smart buildings
(IoT)
Construction
Management
Smart building
materials

Figure 10: PropTech categories

Investment and
lending (FinTech)
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A PropTech overview

Real estate FinTech:

Shared economy:

- Tech platforms facilitating the
trading of real estate asset
- Ownership – assets can be buildings,
shares or funds, debt
or equity; ownership can be freehold
or leasehold

- Tech platforms facilitating the
use of real estate assets – land
or buildings, e.g. offices, shops,
storage, housing etc.

Information

-

Software providers
Performance indicators
News advice
Information for prospective buyers
and sellers
- Direct facilitation or effect of
transactions of asset ownership
or leases
- Digitised buildings

- Information for prospective
owners or users of space
- Direct facilitation or effect of
rent – or fee-based transactions
- Digitised buildings
- Community platforms

Transactions/
marketplace

-

-

Co-working
Access to platform marketplace
Blockchain technologies
Online brokerage

Management/
control

- Data based value reporting
- Online asset management/exchange
- Digital security services

-

Data based value reporting
Smart, self managing buildings/spaces
Digital security services
Facilities management
Platform based service delivery

Lending/crowdfunding
Lending/peer to peer
Lending/mortgages
Online agent –brokerage
Online agent – sales
Online agent – lettings
Payment operations
Blockchain data transfers

Table reference: The information presented here draws on the work of Baum and colleagues, to set out the taxonomy
of information, transactions, and management within the property technology category and consider it across four tech
driven verticals (Baum, 2017). A key difference with their version is that here the construction category is now included.
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Smart real estate:

Smart construction:

- Tech platforms facilitating the
operation, management and
control of assets – single properties,
property groups/clusters/classes
through to entire suburbs or cities.

- Tech platforms facilitating
the design, construction of or
refurbishment of buildings,
urban infrastructure and
city planning.

Information

- Data driven location/valuing/
decisioning
- VR visits
- Virtual design viewing
- Digitised buildings
- 4D or smart materials that deliver
ongoing data

-

Transactions/
marketplace

- Payment operations
- Blockchain technologies
- Online brokerage

- Blockchain technologies
- Online brokerage

Management/
control

- Data based value reporting
- Energy producing materials
- Automated/smart, self managing
buildings/spaces
- Smart offices or desks that provide
data on use and can gamify healthy
activity (standing/sitting).
- Facilities/Property management
through:
- Internet of things
- R
 epairs and maintenance through
robotics or directives to connected
materials
- S
 paces that ‘know me’ as I arrive
in them (biometric authentication)
and deliver settings to my recorded
profile
- D
 igital security services

-

Data driven location/site decisions
VR design & viewing
Drone supplied overviews
IoT data feeds
4D or smart materials that deliver
ongoing data
- Digitised builds

Augmented delivery
Exoskeleton
Internet of things
Autonomous vehicles
Robotics
3 & 4D printing
Smart materials
Energy producing materials
Building Information Modeling
Adaptable architecture
Digital security services

Table reference: The information presented here draws on the work of Baum and colleagues, to set out the taxonomy
of information, transactions, and management within the property technology category and consider it across four tech
driven verticals (Baum, 2017). A key difference with their version is that here the construction category is now included.
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IDC’s research identifies the top
technologies being taken up as: big
data/analytics, mobile, cloud and API’s
(Application Programming Interfaces –
getting systems to communicate and
share data). The top techs in the works
(in the coming year) are: AI, machine
learning, Internet of Things, software
defined networking and software
defined storage.

Key notes

• P
 ropTech is beginning to drive
tremendous changes across all
areas of commercial real estate.

The main reason for taking them up:
worker productivity.

• T
 he top reason businesses give for
taking on new tech is to improve
their workforce productivity.

The Digital First adoption curve – where are you?

7% 19% 48% 17% 11%

Tech enthusiasts

Visionaries

Pragmatists

Conservatives

Skeptics

Already in
maintenance mode

In integration
phase

In development
or execution

In research

Not engaged

Source statistics: (IDC, 2018)
Figure 11: Digital first adoption curve
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Deloitte’s Edge building, Amsterdam.

Sun powered, rainwater flushed,
aquifier energy storing, bird, bee, bug
and bat nurturing, ‘synaptically’ wired
with 28,000 sensors to be active or save
energy, and with robots (cleaning and
security) on patrol.
Smartphone ‘passport’ enabled access
and resource coordination (parking/

Photographer: Ronald Tilleman

workspaces/temperature preferences)
with wireless screen synching for devices
across curated, light filled spaces, with
a gym that monitors your progress and
feeds your energy back to the grid.
Central dashboards tracking everything
from energy use, to bathroom paper,
to the coffee machine refills.
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Described as one of the most intelligent buildings
in the world
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Planning
for what’s
next, now.

Section two: Planning for what’s next, now

Section two

So what should we tell our
children? That to stay
ahead, you need to focus on your
ability to continuously adapt,
engage with others in that process
and most importantly, retain your
core sense of identity and values.
For students, it’s not just about
acquiring knowledge, but about
how to learn. For the rest of us, we
should remember that intellectual
complacency is not our friend
and that learning – not just new
things but new ways of thinking –
is a life-long endeavour.”
Blair Sheppard Global Leader, Strategy and
Leadership Development, in Freeing up
Workforce, (PwC 2017).

Welcome to the new world
order: The sustainable, smart
human space
It is clear that current conditions,
largely fuelled by technology, are
driving changes we must respond to
now in order to thrive tomorrow. We
are headed into what will become
progressively more intelligent, techenabled workspaces; environments
that can be actively managed to
deliver high quality, value-creating
experiences. Resources and tools that
are enabling, promote productivity
and can adjust proactively to changes
in use will become standard. Many
of these buildings will be populated

with significantly leaner workforces,
a shift within time horizons shorter
than most property planning cycles.
Commitment is being viewed with
increasing caution with good reason.
Traditional planning cycles may
require contraction.
Smart buildings converging with smart
people management is the integrated
outcome to plan for.

Alongside this, the ‘war’ for talent will
require offices designed not just to
deliver productive workers but to blur
what work is, to offer spaces and tools
to think, drink, relax and even get
mentally and physically fit. It makes
sense at a human level but also on a
balance sheet. As one asset manager
argued in a recent report, to take this
approach is actually “just good asset
management.” (Kelly et al., 2018).
This is a major change. Property
portfolio management is shifting from a
business cost model to a value creation
model, as property’s role as a strategic
driver for business becomes visible.
The ability to manage these valuedriving relationships between people
and workspaces will be an increasingly
important organisational capability. An
integrated planning approach will be
required to enable the creation of the
roadmap needed to harness the holistic
and important value that property has
to offer. A first step towards this is the
CTPG 4.0 Framework.
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Planning principles for 4.0 properties
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- Business access
- Mobile concierge
service: delivering
scheduling, locating/
arranging services/
knowing preferences

Green building:
- Sustainable construction
- Productive gardens/
recreation

Intelligent energy:
On-site amenities:
-

- Generation systems
- Distribution systems

Café
Gym
Wellness options
Childcare

Smart sensors:
- Data capture
- Monitoring and adjusting
of environments
Optimal location:
- Access to transport
- Access to off-site
amenities

Responsive workspaces:

Multi-use buildings:
- Flexible working
- Optimised zones/use

- Recognition, learning,
adjusting
- Automatic identification/
Authentication

Data systems:

Remote building
management:

- Dashboards
- Machine learning
- Adaptive technologies

- Monitoring and repair of
infrastructure
- Drone delivery
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24/7 human connectivity:

In this section we can map
these global findings into the
logic of an integrated planning
framework. This addresses
the planning gap previously
identified and provides a step
towards defining a common
approach. In it we have nine key
planning elements:

The framework is grounded in the logic
and needs of a business. Its purpose,
strategy, resources, infrastructure and
culture provide the necessary logic
to plan for. It is framed by ongoing
assessments of external contexts and
forces, and internal conditions. The
business model and its operation, in
context of current conditions, are built on
through the integration of property value
drivers with those of human productivity
and engagement. Each of the nine
elements should be clearly addressed
in order to develop an integrated,
strategic plan. The process should
deliver both benchmarks and a roadmap
that provides a clear understanding of
internal and external conditions and
forces, alongside future strategies, key
initiatives and the clear and defined
relationship of property to these plans.
The framework can provide structure
and guidance to the planning process.
The best outcomes are achieved when
time is available to get the planning
right, to ensure strategy is complete and
robust. Clearly, time will depend on the
scale of the organisation and conditions
being addressed, but as a minimum,
we recommend you begin the process
well in advance of your key occupancy
milestones. It takes a lot longer to plan
well. A minimum of 24 months for smaller
footprints through to 36 months plus for
multi-floor footprints.
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The CTPG 4.0 Planning Framework
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Context and
forces:
Industry
assessment and
bench-marking.

Company
culture and
business
process:
Operating logic
and level of
agility. Levels of
community and
collaboration.

Technology:
24/7 Access.
Automation.
Monitoring and
optimisation tools.

Building
characteristics:
Operational
infrastructure:
Human.
Tech/Systems.

Capital and
resources:
Flexibility.
Skills.

Age/Style. Quality
of light and air.
Spatial Design.
Aesthetic.

Location,
facilities and
amenities:
Profile/Access to
and for transport.

Business purpose and progress:
Corporate governance. Strategic and financial objectives. Brand.
Talent and client targets.

Figure 12: CTPG 4.0 Planning Framework

Business
metrics:
Benchmarks.
Progress.
Optimisation. ROI.
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CTPG 4.0 Planning Framework

Business purpose and progress:
With knowledge now advanced to
understand specifically how workspace
has a role in performance, engagement
and well-being (if that potential
contribution is properly understood
and managed) plans need to map firmly
into purpose and the role of property in
driving your particular business strategy.
A workspace is a physical representation
of corporate values, integral to the
expression of the brand and an enabler
of culture.

Notes on planning
If the whole leadership team cannot
describe the business’ purpose (including
how it provides unique value to which
customer groups) goals (what are we
aiming to achieve by when) and strategy
(how we plan to achieve our goals) in a
few sentences, this is the critical place to
spend time. Unless this is well defined
there cannot be clarity on the nature of
key decisions required around property to
support that strategy and progress. This
is the foundation for your planning and
decision making. It may seem a simple and
obvious step but research tells us that the
majority of companies fail this test.

From a brand perspective, a company’s
building is one of its primary artifacts. It
will express values, intent and personality
through its fabric. Careful consideration
and planning for what is communicated
is key.
Key notes
In research, participants identified that
articulation of strategy was often a
significant gap in property planning.
Don’t let it be yours.
Relevant planning expertise
Management Consultant, Brand Strategy
Consultant, Commercial Business Strategy
Advisor.
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Unpacking the elements of the framework
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Context and forces:
This report is an exercise in looking
outwards. Looking externally, to what
the markets are doing and the forces
at play, offers valuable information that
can be learned from and leveraged. We
have a new view of ‘the office’. The costout logic that was dominant in late 20th
Century design is being superseded with
a more human-centered approach that
marries efficiency with value creation
through designing environments that
promote productivity. This outcome can
be achieved through understanding the
relationship between the building, the
person and their particular work.

A second aspect of expanded context for
local planners involves looking across a
company’s wider property portfolio. For
example, which countries/buildings have
had the most capital invested over the last
decade? Which buildings have the most
up-to-date components or systems? What
is the gap between the worst and the
best within the portfolio? Is there a case
for a global project? This can identify the
company’s ‘quality curve’ for your plans to
be considered against.

Notes on planning
As you would developing any strategy,
looking outwards at what others are
doing, in this instance with property, is
critical. Hence this report.

Relevant planning expertise
Corporate Real Estate Advisor, Workplace
Strategist, Information Technology
Strategist/Consultant, Workplace
Designers/Architect, Town Planner,
Accountant, Quantity Surveyor.

It gives you a view on where things are
heading and what you might want to
consider in terms of planning, focus or
investment. Would your business suit a
core/flex model? Are there technology
solutions you could harness in planning
or execution as enablers? What market
shifts – like the changing global accounting
standards – might impact your property
decisions?

Key notes
Keeping alert to contexts and shifting
forces reduces risk and can prevent
overinvestment as well as identify
opportunity.
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Notes on planning
Differentiation is required between cost
efficiency and production of value. Insight
into the potential returns from high value
environments that can offset planning and/
or development costs are key. For property
to be understood as a source of value as
opposed to purely a cost, there is a growing
range of measures available to benchmark
status and assess progress against:
• Internal data on performance,
absences and employee engagement
are all measures that can be extended
to consider space/productivity
relationships
• Spatial assessment – analogue or
digital – can offer benchmarks and
ongoing diagnostics and dashboards
for optimised use of space

Key notes
This list is by no means exhaustive. The
key issue is to have a clear view of the
questions and measures that matter to
your business. The intention should be to
develop the metrics required to deliver an
ongoing dashboard for governance and
leadership to understand how properties
value is measured and managed.
Relevant planning expertise
Corporate Real Estate Advisor, Workplace
Strategist, Information Technology
Strategist/Consultant (incl. Big Data/
Integration specialty), Software Engineer,
Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD)
Consultant, Building Services Engineer.

Section two: Planning for what’s next, now

Business metrics:
Buildings can deliver tangible value
through measuring and curating
employee experiences. Measurement
needs to be constant and ongoing.
Planning therefore needs to identify,
measure and assess property’s role in
engagement, performance and wellbeing, both in terms of benchmarking
and for ongoing adjustments and
improvements. Metrics need to be fit for
the task and able to be used to create
continuous feedback loops.

• Meeting room utilisation can be
measured at a basic level through room
booking systems, but also through
adding questions about this into
employee research; people will tell you
very clearly if they feel workspaces,
meeting rooms or processes are an
issue
• The Well Building Standards (v2 is now
available): Offers global benchmark
and certification for buildings’ use,
addressing design, operations and
behaviours, and how they can be
optimised; explore the standards at:
(www.wellcertified.com/en/explorestandard)
• The Leesman index (www.
leesmanindex.com ): Measures the
buildings contribution to productivity
from an employee experience
perspective
• Locally validated green building ratings
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Technology:
PropTech is beginning to drive
tremendous changes across all areas of
commercial real estate. The top reason
businesses give for taking on new tech
today is to improve their workforce
productivity. The new opportunities
and changes that IoT connectivity, data,
automation and robotics will bring require
planning for now. Technologies also
offer the means to establish intelligent
buildings with systems that can provide
real time data to enable improvement and
optimisation on a continuous basis.

Notes on planning
What technology has to offer can
transform a business and the buildings
that house it. Data-driven decisions,
‘smart’ environments and data managed
activities and behaviours can all deliver
new forms of value. The reality is that in
this competitive environment, it would
be remiss not to thoroughly investigate
what technological innovation can bring
to the business table from a property
perspective, not only improving,
supplementing or replacing existing logics
but also creating new opportunities.
Consider the role that digital connectivity
can play in your workplace. How can you
add value? And how can you balance
data flow and data security in setting
up systems that respond to and even
anticipate peoples’ needs?

Key notes
Readiness to leverage different
technologies may mean a roadmap
going forward through progression –
as opposed to a leap.
Relevant planning expertise
Information Technology Strategist/
Consultant (incl. Big Data/Integration
specialty), Software Engineer, Ecologically
Sustainable Development (ESD)
Consultant, Building Services Engineer.
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Capital and resources:
An integrated plan can optimise allocation
of capital and resources, and reduce risk.
A careful consideration of the existing
operating model may mean development
of a roadmap that can offer incremental
progress towards the ultimate goal. Two
key areas for consideration will be new
technologies and people. Technologies will
require both capital investment and new
skillsets. In terms of human resources,
workplaces will also have an increasingly
key role in attracting and retaining high
quality talent. Plans will therefore need to
integrate business, people, technology and
workspace strategies to build for leaner
work forces and agile, flexible workspaces.

Notes on planning
Address the portfolio impact of any
single planned activity or investment.
Consider also the total costs of ownership
or investment (TCO) over life cycle. TCO
addresses the underlying value of any
asset plus the ongoing costs of operations
and maintenance over its useful life. For
example, the cost of a car is price, fuel,
maintenance, insurance, parts, garaging
and so on. For real estate, it is any building
value, fit-out, the cost of all aspects of its
critical operations, capital expenditures,
labour, energy use, water, HVAC, tech,
maintenance and so on. Which is why,
when you do the ‘real’ math, options like
shared space might offer benefits.

Key notes
Real estate asset managers typically set
capital budgets over a one to five year
time horizon, focusing on ‘mission critical’
expenditures and deployment over
time. This is a reasonable approach in
structuring capital investments over the
short term. However, long-term budget
impacts are rarely emphasised. Future
budgets should also be considered that
reflect estimated costs for capital repairs,
maintenance and labour costs.
Relevant planning expertise
Corporate Real Estate Advisor, Accountant,
Quantity Surveyor.
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Company culture
and business processes:
Good design plans for people, place
and culture to facilitate productivity.
The ‘how’ and ‘what’ of business may be
changing, as are ways of doing business
in this 21st Century, tech-enabled world
but the (emotional and psychological)
human remains in residence. It will be
more useful to plan to psychographics
than demographics in the workforce,
delivering environments that work for
the different communities of workers
your business requires.

Notes on planning
An optimised workplace remains
dependent on a healthy organisational
culture. How engaged are teams today?
How much of a community does the
building allow for? Are there places
to connect and deliberately create
connections? Could there be? What are
any targets for improvement or initiatives
planned that are related to workspaces?
It is not just whether people enjoy their
work or the business but how easy it
is to get things done. Use of space can
support optimised processes or actively
reduce efficiency. The existing people
management practices and policies you
have in place around ways of working
and use of workspaces will be important.

How flexible are they to changes, or
uses that were not expected? If you
are changing space then a process of
change management will be essential.
What framework will you use? There
should also be clear monitoring and
feedback processes in place to help fine
tune workspaces based on ongoing user
feedback.
This need to balance space and culture
requires property managers and people
managers to work as a team.
Key notes
This element is a nudge for property
managers to consider adding people skills
to their capability sets. More than one
of the participants in this research were
undertaking further training in subjects
like human psychology and behavioural
economics.
Relevant planning expertise
Culture & Workplace Strategist.
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Operational infrastructure:
The operating logic of a business will
determine the way space gets used.
‘Open’ workspace requires systems
and processes specifically designed to
foster their optimal use – engendering
communication and collaboration, across
use-case spaces adequate for the need of
the workforce in a particular business.

Notes on planning
Today’s market requires organisations
to be flexible enough to respond to
changing conditions. A robust analysis
and understanding of core business
functions and the systems and processes
required to support those can help
to ensure organisational structures
are lean, effective and optimised.
Breaking out thinking about operations
into core (essential), flexible and
discretionary categories can also offer
space to consider the business within
a value chain and to imagine different
configurations or connections.

Key notes
When change is planned, a careful
assessment of core requirements and
dependencies should inform the creation
and management of the process of
moving into new spaces and/or systems.
Relevant planning expertise
Corporate Real Estate Advisor, Workplace
Strategist, Architect, Building Services
Engineer.
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Location, facilities and amenities:
Geographic location, access to transport,
and the range of key facilities and
amenities available are all critical
considerations for both a business and
the talent it hopes to attract. Planning
for creation of on site amenity where it is
lacking may be useful to consider.

Notes on planning
Increased urbanisation creating
infrastructural stress may be a reason to
consider fresh locations. Much will depend
on what development and infrastructural
plans exist for the area. For example, if
new commercial development, road or rail
access points are planned, they will allow
for growth in community, more traffic and
heightened appeal that could be beneficial
for a commercial property. But if existing
amenities are going to be demolished
to create a park or residential buildings,
this could adversely affect the appeal of a
planned development. Plus, major works
in proximity over a lengthy period can
have significant adverse impacts.

Key notes
Amenities are a substantial source of
appeal for workforce. These need not be
in the building itself but if they are not on
hand they want to be close enough to feel
like part of the ecosystem. Easy access to
cafes, food, gyms, daycare and shopping
for example, can all be considerations.
Relevant planning expertise
Corporate Real Estate Advisor, Workplace
Designer/Architect, Town Planner.
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Building characteristics:
Quality of the space (light/air), wellmanaged acoustics, flexibility of use,
connectivity (human and tech), and spatial
options that cater sufficiently for all uses
are required. Additional elements that
can support health and wellbeing will also
offer returns plus an increased ability to
attract and retain talent.

Notes on planning
Aesthetics do matter. Ongoing feedback
around characteristics is important, as
these are not static. As business needs
change – for example temporary growth
in contractors for a key project – the
tendency is to reconfigure space to cope.
This can tip the balance from healthy and
productive to cramped and unproductive
really quickly. The benefits of offsite
project space may outweigh the benefits
of an onsite location.
Key notes
In research this was the category most
associated with reduced engagement and
performance.
Relevant planning expertise
Corporate Real Estate Advisor, Workplace
Designer/Architect, Building Services
Engineer, Ecologically Sustainable
Development (ESD) Consultant, Quantity
Surveyor.

• Developing solutions before
understanding the situation
or the opportunities.
• Failure to take an integrated
approach to planning.
• Failure to implement a
robust change management
process.
It is critical to understand the ‘problem’
and/or potential opportunities well before
diving into solution mode, so explore
all possibilities before settling on the
best solution for your business. The
engagement process should be led by a
team that includes: Property Management,
People Management and Technology
Management.

Next steps
With planning completed, any
subsequent project process can get
underway. To obtain a useful overview
guide of the stages, timings and expertise
that will usually be required contact the
CTPG team.
How else can we help you?
• If you want help to educate your
Leadership Team on this approach.
• If you want a trusted adviser to help
minimise risk and maximise the
opportunity a property decision can
have on your business.
• If you want to ensure that your
workplace aligns with business strategy,
enhances culture, drives performance
and helps attract and retain talent.
• If you want a partner who can help you
navigate the process and coordinate
the teams involved end-to-end.
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Common planning errors to avoid
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According
to Darwin’s
Origin of Species,
it is not the most
intellectual of the
species that survives;
it is not the strongest
that survives; but
the species that
survives is the one
that is able best to
adapt and adjust
to the changing
environment in
which it finds itself.”
Professor Leon C. Megginson (1963) Louisiana
State University. Speaking at the convention of
the Southwestern Social Science Association.
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If you are interested in talking to
us about workplaces, the future or
having an experienced leader and
advisor to help on your next project,
give our team a call.

